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“Just do right. Right may not 
be expedient, it may not be 
profitable, but it will satisfy 
your soul. It brings you the 
kind of protection that 
bodyguards can't give you. So 
try to live your life in a way 
that you will not regret years 
of useless virtue and inertia 
and timidity.”

~ Maya Angelou
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MY WHY
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CURRENT 
EVENTS
Acknowledge what’s 
happening and offer 
statements of solidarity.

“I can’t imagine what this is like. 
I want to be in this with you.”
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PHILANDO CASTILE NATASHA MCKENNA



WORKING TOWARD RACIAL JUSTICE

Make a Commitment

• I will lead by example.

• I will listen, learn and understand.

• I will be kind and compassionate.

• I will commit to doing better.

What You Can Do
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• Face your own discomfort.

• Speak to your family and children 
about racism.

• Research on your own. 

• Participate in planning sessions and 
activities professionally and 
personally.



ORGANIZATIONAL ACTIVITIES

Policy
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Challenges Train and CoachAffinity Groups

“Rooney Rule”Hotline
Deploy policy that supports a diverse 
employee population, including zero 
tolerance policies, accessibility 
standards, and inclusive interview 
and hiring practices.

Initiate inclusion challenges to 
engage staff and raise awareness of 
diversity and inclusion initiatives and 
practices.

Train and coach employees on their awareness 
and ability to respond to acts of patient bias, 
microaggressions, unconscious bias, and the 
importance of inclusion and upstanding. 

Create affinity groups to establish 
community and belonging, and 
increase awareness and celebrate 
diversity with regular cultural events.

Require that at least one woman and one 
underrepresented minority be considered 
in the slate of candidates for either every 
open position or every open senior 
position within your organization.

Create a hotline for reporting 
microaggressions to assist with the 
understanding of racism and other 
diversity concerns within the 
organization.



AFFINITY GROUPS

Examples
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• Disability Affinity Resource Network Group

• Group on Women in Medicine and Science

• Interfaith Affinity Resource Network Group

• LGBTQ and Allies Affinity Resource Network Group

• Military/Veterans Affinity Resource Network Group

• Multicultural Affinity Resource Network Group

• NextGen

Community

Belonging

Awareness

Celebration



CHALLENGES

Details
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• Find and participate in racial justice challenges 
found on the internet.

• Develop your own racial justice challenge inclusive 
of videos, podcasts, books, discussions, connecting 
and engaging with others, and more.

• Practice and implement what you learn, and coach 
and mentor others.

• Conduct town halls to share what you learn and 
challenge others to join you.

• Keep the conversation present.

Inclusion

Engagement

Knowledge

Leadership



TRAIN AND COACH

Details
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• Develop and deploy training across your 
organization, including:  unconscious bias, 
microaggressions, transgender toolkit, patient bias, 
upstanding, and inclusivity practices.

• Implement and configure information systems 
(EMRs, ERPs) to leverage inclusive pronouns and 
indicate preferred names.  

Educate and coach staffing on how to have 
appropriate conversations to gather information.

• Model expected behaviors and 
coach staff on expected behaviors.

Model 

Identify

Respond

Empower



HOTLINE

Details
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• Create a hotline for reporting microaggressions and 
other acts of injustice.

• Increase awareness and understanding of racism 
and other diversity concerns within the 
organization.

• Be transparent with information collected.

Preserve confidentially, but share high level 
dashboards so leadership and staff can 
understand trends.

Report

Understand

Act

Trend



POLICY

Details
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• Develop policy that supports a diverse employee 
population, including zero tolerance policies, 
accessibility standards, and inclusive interview and 
hiring practices.

• Deploy an organizational change management 
strategy to ensure successful adoption and 
behavior change in support of the policies.

• Review and refine policy annually to ensure 
applicability and inclusion of new laws, regulations 
and standards.

Develop

Adopt 

Refine

Protect



ROONEY RULE

Details
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• Require that at least one woman and one 
underrepresented minority be considered in the 
slate of candidates for either every open position 
or every open senior position within your 
organization.

• Ask with every new hire:

Was the candidate pool diverse?

Is the selected candidate diverse?

Fair

Equitable

Inclusive



IN YOUR COMMUNITY

Outreach
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• Learn from COVID-19.

What does the COVID-19 data show us?

Did we fail marginalized populations?

Did we provide appropriate services (education, 
interpretation, internet, other technologies)?

Did marginalized populations trust us?



COVID-19 Hospitalization and Death Rate 
by Race / Ethnicity
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Source:  https://www.cdc.gov/coronavirus/2019-ncov/covid-data/investigations-discovery/hospitalization-death-by-race-ethnicity.html



COVID-19 Hospitalization Rates by Race / Ethnicity
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Source:  https://www.cdc.gov/coronavirus/2019-ncov/covid-data/images/COVIDNET-hospitalizations-Age-Race-Ethnicity-Sep17-1200x675.gif



IN YOUR COMMUNITY

Outreach Mentorships and Internships
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• Learn from COVID-19.

• Build trust and opportunities in your 
community, particularly for the 
marginalized and underserved.

• Develop initiatives and programs that are 
accessible to all (interpreter services).

• Share your skills and knowledge to 
improve the lives and on the job 
experience of others – technology, data, 
leadership, healthcare, and more.

• Be present in schools (elementary 
through college) to drive interest and 
confidence in IT careers.



QUESTIONS AND ANSWERS
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THANK YOU!

“People will forget what you said, 
People will forget what you did, 

But people will never forget how you made them feel.”

~ Maya Angelou


